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Experiments show that electrodeposited (ED) films exhibit rough surfaces unless the electrochemical
bath contains small quantities of molecular ‘‘additive’’ species. We develop a model for ED with
additives which shows the suppression of the morphological instability by preferential additive
accumulation near surface protrusions due to complex formation and additive codeposition, and
subsequent growth site blocking. Linearly stable growth can be achieved over a wide range of deposition
flux at sufficiently large additive bulk concentration. We predict the growth conditions necessary for
level surfaces, in good agreement with experiments.
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Electrodeposition (ED) is widely employed in the
deposition of pure metals and alloys for interconnects in
microelectronics, as magnetic media in magnetic recording devices, to fabricate high aspect ratio micromachines,
and for plating inexpensive watches [1,2]. Film growth by
ED employs an external current that drives metal ions
(cations) in an aqueous ionic solution (‘‘bath’’) onto the
cathode. In most applications, a smooth film surface is
required. However, morphological instabilities during
deposition commonly produce poor quality films with
rough surfaces [3–5]. Morphologies ranging from the
preferred flat topography to dendritic to diffusionlimited-aggregation-like have been observed, depending
on experimental conditions. The key to growing highquality films lies, in part, in suppression of a naturally
occurring instability.
Years of experimental empiricism have shown [6,7]
that film properties can be effectively controlled by introducing small quantities of molecular additive species
to the electrochemical bath. In addition to controlling the
large-scale roughness (‘‘leveling’’), additives have been
used to control crystallographic texture and grain size of
the film. For example, Schilardi et al. [5] showed that
adding sufficient thiourea to a copper ED bath leads to a
marked decrease in the surface roughness and near suppression of the growth instability.
Although some progress has been made in recent years,
the development and application of additives remains
largely an art, based upon enlightened empiricism. This
is in contrast with the emerging understanding of the role
of additives in semiconductor growth (see [8] and references therein). In ED, additives are readily adsorbed onto
the growing surface and often incorporated into the deposit [7]. Several models for the interaction between
additives and the depositing cations have been proposed,
such as surface blocking, complex formation, ion bridging, and changes in the electrostatic fields near the surface
[6,7,9]. According to the blocking model, additive molecules adsorbed at the surface physically block potential
growth sites. If the additives form a complex with the

cations in the bath, they may be carried to the surface by
the drifting cations. As will be demonstrated below, this
effect can play an important role in the growth front
stabilization. In ion bridging, the additive, which bonds
both to the surface and the cation, mediates the electron
transfer. Finally, as the deposition kinetics are sensitive to
the electric field near the surface (see below), foreign
species which modify it will modify the deposition rate.
In this Letter, we explore the origin of the surface
instability during ED and develop a predictive model
for the mechanisms by which the additives suppress this
instability. This analysis is performed within the framework of linear stability theory and leads to the classical
Mullins-Sekerka (MS) instability [10] in the absence of
additives [4,11]. Our physically based model shows that
additives which readily adsorb onto the surface and have a
strong tendency to complex with the cations reduce the
driving force for the instability. For deposition fluxes
below a critical one, we demonstrate that the planar ED
growth front becomes linearly stable above a critical
additive bulk concentration. For larger fluxes, however,
the additives are incapable of leveling the surface.
Finally, we construct a map that relates growth conditions
and materials parameters to the morphology of the ED
grown films. The resultant predictions are in good correspondence with experimental observations of the effects
of additives on ED surface morphologies [5,7].
We begin by writing a continuity equation for the
concentration of each species in the laboratory frame:
@Ci =@t  r  j~ i  0, where i  C; A; XC; XA; I for the
cations, anions, excess cations, excess anions, and additives, respectively. Excess ions are charged particles
which do not deposit but are added to the bath to reduce
convective transport and to keep the charged boundary
layer compact [12]. We first consider a bath without additives. In this case, the ionic fluxes have contributions from
the entropy of mixing and the drift in the local electric
field: j~ i  Di rCi  qi eDi =kB TCi r, where Di denotes the diffusivity, and qi e is the charge on the ionic
species in the solution. Furthermore, the coupling
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between the ions is providedPby the electric potential ,
which satisfies r2    e^ i qi Ci ~r , where ^ denotes
the permittivity of the solution. We assume a constant ^ ,
since the stability properties of the surface are only
weakly dependent on its spatial dependence [13].
System dimensions for our two-dimensional (2D)
setup are Lx  Lz  W  , where W denotes the linear
dimension (width) of the planar surface and  is an
effective diffusion distance, beyond which all Ci are
constant. We employ periodic boundary conditions in
the x direction, and the boundary conditions in the z
direction become CC x;   CA x;   C0 , CXC x;  
CXA x;   C1 , and x;   0. At the cathode surface,
x; 0  Vext , and the ion fluxes i  A; XC; XA vanish:
ji  j~ i  n~  0, where n~ is the surface normal. The magnitude of the cation flux onto the growing surface jC is
given by the Butler-Volmer (BV) equation
jC  j0 CC e1 F=RT =C0  e2 F=RT ;

(1)

where F and R are Faraday’s and the gas constant,
and 1 ; 2  denote the so-called symmetry factors related to the potential barrier for cation reduction [1]. The
overpotential  is given by   Veq  Vext  RT=
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F lnCC =Ceq
!=FqC [11]. The equilibrium potenC
tial of the metal-solution interface is Veq , and varying the
external electrode potential Vext leads to either deposition
( > 0) or dissolution ( < 0). The second term accounts
for the concentration dependence of Veq , and the last term
describes the effects of curvature ! and surface tension ,
i.e., the Gibbs-Thomson effect. The quantity qC ej0 denotes the exchange current density, and
denotes the
atomic volume of the metal. The local growth velocity vn
follows simply from vn  jC . Although this analysis is
in 2D, the main results of the linear stability analysis are
unchanged in 3D. Modifications due to, e.g., anisotropic
surface tension, can be incorporated within our formalism, but provide little new insight.
It is straightforward [13] to find the steady-state solution in this model upon recognizing [14] that the presence
of mobile charges gives rise to a charged boundary layer
beyond which the electric field is screened in equilibrium.
The dimensionless width q
of
the charged boundary
layer

is a small parameter, 
^ Veq =C0  C1 e=  %D =,
where %D denotes the Debye screening length [12] (typically %D 10 nm,  1 cm, and  106 ). We perform
a standard boundary layer analysis (see, e.g., [15]) using

1 as an expansion parameter, and obtain [16]
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where j  jC =DC C0  denotes the dimensionless
flux,   Vext =Veq , C1
qeVeq =kB T, the coordinate z
has been normalized by , and all concentrations
have been normalized by C0 . The cation concentration is determined from CC  1  C1  expC1  
C1 expC1   1  C1 2 d2 =dz2 . Figure 1 shows
the spatial variation of the potential  for several values
of C1 . Note the presence of a boundary layer adjacent to
the electrode and that  tends to zero with increasing
excess ion concentration (C1 ! 1 implies a ‘‘fully supported’’ electrolyte). When C1 is small, the electric field
is nonzero within the electrolyte. In the limit C1  1,
  O1=C1  and CC  1  j  jz  O1=C1 . In this
case, only cation diffusion contributes to the flux, and
drift effects in the bulk are negligible. For simplicity, we
focus on the C1 ! 1 case in this Letter (see [13] for the
general case). Finally, the cation flux j can be expressed in
terms of Vext through the BV relation [Eq. (1)].
The short-time evolution of the surface morphology
can be understood by considering a small perturbation to
the planar interface. Since rCC  n^  j > 0, CC is larger
(smaller) near protrusions (depressions) than near the flat
surface. In the absence of surface tension, an increase in
CC leads to a larger flux via the BV equation [cf. Eq. (1)].
The larger flux leads to an increase in vn and hence faster
protrusion growth. This positive feedback leads to unstable growth of the perturbations. Surface tension can restrain this instability at short wavelengths, leaving it only
215509-2

(2)

at large wavelengths in a manner analogous to the MS
instability of a solidification front [10].
The more formal linear stability analysis proceeds as
follows. The surface perturbation '  '^ eikx!kt implies a variation in the dimensionless normal growth
0 j, where all
velocity v  !k'  C0 j
length scales have been normalized by . The perturbed
cation concentration field CC  C^ C eikxkz!kt can be
found by applying the BVequation at the perturbed interface and linearizing it in '
1 to yield j, and thus
!k. In the limit k  1 and F=RT  1 (appropriate for
growth), we obtain [13]
!k
0



2
1
jkj1
1j  ^ 1 k 
1
j1
1j  k

;

(3)

with the dimensionless surface tension ^
=RT. In
the limit k
j=1  j, Eq. (3) reduces to the standard
MS relation !k= 0  jk  1  j ^ 1 k3 =1  1 
[4,10,11], while in the opposite limit, !k= 0 
j2 1  1   j ^ 1 kp2
. From Eq. (3) we obtain
 !k > 0
for 0 < k < k0  1  1 j=1 ^ 1  j, implying
exponentially fast growth of perturbations of these
wave numbers.
The fastest growing wave number
p
kmax  k0 = 3  21  j=j1  1  with growth rate
!kmax  !max dominates the early-time behavior and
215509-2
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FIG. 1. Electric potential  for j  0:5 and several excess ion
bulk concentration C1 , corresponding to   0:1. Note the rapid
variation of the potential in the vicinity of the electrode (z  0)
and the effective screening of the electric field in the bulk by
the excess electrolyte. Inset: A close-up of the charged boundary layer.

thus determines the characteristic scale of the roughness.
Physically, the presence of finite k0 is due to surface
tension which suppresses the instability on scales ‘ <
‘s 2+=k0 , where ‘s denotes the stabilization length.
Since the presence of unstable modes is due to a finite
external current j, an increase in j implies a concomitant
increase in kmax , making the surface rough on shorter
scales. For example, employing the current density J 
200 A=m2 and cation bulk concentration C0  0:6M
from Ref. [5], and employing the reasonable values
DC  109 m2 =s,
 1:6 J=m2 , we obtain   4
104 m, and 2+=kmax  0:07 mm for the lateral scale of
the roughness, in very good correspondence with the
experimental result of 0:05 mm in Ref. [5].
When additives are introduced into the bath, we must
account for their (dimensionless) flux: j~ I  I1 rCI 
I4 CI rCC , where I1 DI =DC and I4 DI /C C0 =
DC kB T. The last term in the flux arises from the interactions between the additives and the cations, which we
describe using a phenomenological
interaction free enR
ergy Fint  /C d~r CI ~r CC ~r  [13]. This simple expression accounts for complex formation, with a
dimensionless strength described by  /C C0 =kB T 
lnKc , where Kc denotes the equilibrium constant for
complex formation. The additive concentration is uniform
beyond the effective diffusion distance CI x;   C1
I .
We incorporate the effect of additives in blocking potential surface growth sites by adopting a modified BV
equation for the local cation flux jC which satisfies jC 
j0 1  2I CC e1 F=RT =C0  e2 F=RT , where 2I denotes the local additive surface coverage [9]. We assume
215509-3
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that 2I follows a simple Langmuir isotherm 2I  KCI =
1  KCI , where K denotes the equilibrium constant for
surface segregation. Finally, motivated by experimental
observations [7], we allow some of the additives to be
incorporated into the growing film at a rate proportional
to the cation flux: j~ I  n~  3C1
I j [17]. 3  1 implies
that cations and additives are incorporated in proportions
given by their bulk concentrations.
Physically, the additives occupy surface sites where
cations can attach, thus slowing growth. Therefore, if
protrusions collect more additives than depressions, they
will grow more slowly, hence favoring the growth of
smooth surfaces [1,5]. Increased additive concentrations
occur where the additive flux to the surface is greatest.
This flux is controlled by both additive-cation complexing (represented by ), since cations are driven to the
growth front, and by additive codeposition (represented
by 3), which gives rise to an additive concentration
gradient. This picture is consistent with a linear stability
analysis, which shows that !k now becomes [13]
!k
0



11 
jkjeff1j
 ^ 1 k2 
eff 
I
1
j1
1j  j1  3j=1   k

;

(4)

where the effective current jeff 1  1 =1  jeff 
j1  1 =1  j  j  3j=I1  j2 3=I1  and the
additive effects are conveniently expressed by  as


1j
KC1
I e
:
1j
1  KC1
1  3j=I1 
I e

(5)

This equation has a very appealing physical interpretation. Since jeff is always less than j, the instability is
weakened by the presence of the additives. In Fig. 2 we
plot !k vs k for a fixed cation deposition flux j and
several additive concentrations C1
I . Note that increasing
C1
leads
to
reduced
k
and
!k.
Thus, for the same
max
I
external conditions, increasing the additive concentration

FIG. 2. Linear dispersion relation !k= 0 vs k for j  0:5,
  1:5, 3  0:5, 1  0:5, and ^  0:001 and several values
1
of KC1
I . Note that increasing KCI increases the range of
surface stability.
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additives can dramatically increase the deposition currents that can be used, there exists a critical current j 
1  1  1 = above which the additives are incapable
of leveling the surface. This can be understood by incorporating the blocking effect into an effective overpotential eff   RT=F1  ln1  2I , obtained from the
modified BV equation. Since a very large eff is required
to produce large deposition fluxes, this implies that  
RT=F1  ln1  2I . Thus, the additives are incapable of
stabilizing the smooth surface.
We thank Dr. A. Bocarsly, Dr. C. Battaile, and Dr. J.
Hamilton for fruitful discussions, and Sandia National
Laboratories for financial support.

FIG. 3. Stability map. For a fixed deposition flux j < j ,
linearly stable growth is achieved for sufficiently large values
of KC1
I .

increases the range of surface stability. Equation (4) also
shows that increasing the degree of additive codeposition
(3 > 0), the equilibrium additive surface concentration
(represented by K) and the degree of coupling  between
additives and cations all enhance stability, consistent with
experimental observations [7]. For example, upon employing the reasonable values K  106 , I1  1, and 3 
0:5, and experimentally determined value 0:8 <  < 1:5
[18], appropriate for thiourea-cupric complexes, and
C1
I  0:025 mM, we obtain 0:1 mm < ‘s < 0:2 mm, in
reasonable agreement with the experimental result of
‘s 0:5 mm in Ref. [5].
It is noteworthy that an increase in  can compensate
for a decrease in the additive codeposition rate 3; this
observation is key in cases where additive codeposition
must be avoided. We also note that experiments suggest a
correlation between the stabilizing effect of the additives
and their dipole moment [7]. We attribute this correlation
to the strong electrostatic interaction between dipolar
additives and the inhomogeneous electric field near the
growth front, which gives rise to an effectively larger K
and thus promotes stability [13].
These results can be used to choose deposition conditions corresponding to the maximum film growth rate for
which the surface remains smooth over the requisite
length scale, W. To this end, we require that all perturbation modes with wavelengths smaller than W decay:
!k < 0 for k  2+=W. In order to guide the experiment, we express the stability conditions in terms of the
experimentally accessible parameters, cation flux j and
additive concentration C1
I . In Fig. 3, we construct a
stability map for the following realistic growth conditions   4:0, W  1:0, 3  0:0, ^  0:001, and 1 
0:5. Such a map conveniently displays the full range of
stable and unstable growth conditions. While introducing
215509-4
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